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HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETRY IN HYPERSONIC HELIUM FLOW

By Richard D. Wagner and Leonard M. Weinstein

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

Hot-wire anemometry techniques are described that have been developed and used

for hypersonic-helium-flow studies at the Langley Research Center. The short run time

available dictated certain innovations in applying conventional hot-wire techniques. Some

examples are given to show the application of the techniques used. Some of the modifica-

tions to conventional equipment are described, including probe modifications and probe

heating controls.

INTRODUCTION

In the early fifties, Kovasznay, reference 1, and Morkovin, reference 2, success-

fully extended hot-wire anemometry techniques from low-speed flow to supersonic com-

pressible flow. A period followed in which several classic experiments were performed

that used these compressible-flow anemometry techniques. Two such experiments were

the Laufer-Vrebalovich experiments (see ref. 3) on supersonic laminar boundary-layer

stability and Kistler's turbulence measurements (ref. 4) in supersonic turbulent boundary

layers. For sometime thereafter, the field of compressible anemometry was somewhat

inactive, and attempts to extend the technique to hypersonic flow were deterred by probe

fabrication problems that arose because of the extreme temperature environments of

hypersonic-air wind tunnels. Only recently have attempts to make quantitative hot-wire

measurements in hypersonic-air wind tunnels been successful (see ref. 5, for example).

With helium as a test medium, hypersonic flow with Mach numbers as high as 35

can be produced without heating of the supply gas to avoid condensation in the test section.

Because of this benign environment, the hypersonic helium tunnel offers a unique capa-

bility wherein hypersonic turbulence may be studied using simple extensions of the methods

of Kovasznay and Morkovin. However, the short running time available in the typical

hypersonic helium tunnel requires some innovations in the application of hot-wire tech-

niques. The purpose of the present report is to describe the hot-wire anemometry tech-

niques that have been used in turbulence studies in hypersonic tunnels at the Langley

Research Center (refs. 6 to 12) and to relate some of the experience obtained in applications
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of hot-wire anemometry in hypersonic flow. An appendix to this report, "Developments

in Equipment and Probes for Mean-Flow and Fluctuating-Flow Measurements With a

Hot Wire" by Leonard M. Weinstein and John R. Nayadley, Sr., describes some innova-

tions developed for rapid mean flow measurements in hypersonic blow-down wind tunnels.

SYMBOLS

Aw overheat parameter

C wire thermal capacity

d wire diameter

E' finite circuit parameter

e voltage fluctuation across hot wire

Aem sensitivity to mass flow

Aet sensitivity to stagnation temperature

f frequency

h film coefficient of heat transfer

I hot-wire heating current

a log Rw

a log Tw

k gas thermal conductivity

1 wire length

M Mach number

m mass flow, pu

J wire time constant
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hd
Nu t  Nusselt number,

kt

nx  direction cosine of sound wave front

Pw hot-wire power, I 2Rw

p pressure

Ret Reynolds number, pud
At

R wire resistance

R mTRuTRpuR eTR T correlation coefficients of indicated fluctuating quantities,

for example, RmT T'
mT

Aem
r sensitivity ratio, e

Ae t

T temperature

t wedge thickness

u velocity

V hot-wire mean voltage

x,y distances from given reference point

a = (I + M2) - 1

aref temperature resistivity coefficient

p = (y - 1)M2 a

y ratio of specific heats (1.667 for helium)

finite circuit factor
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77 wire recovery factor (Tw/Tt at I =0)

p. gas viscosity

iT pressure mode amplitude

p gas density

a entropy mode amplitude

T vorticity mode amplitude

T w -T
Twr temperature loading, w r

Tr

Subscripts:

1 ahead of normal shock

2 behind normal shock

a compensation amplifier setting

e at edge of turbulent wake

1 local value

o at center of wake

ref reference

true actual value

r value at I = 0

s source

t total
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w hot wire

0free stream

A tilde over a symbol denotes root mean square; a bar denotes time averaged

value; and a prime denotes instantaneous value.

HOT-WIRE INSTRUMENTATION

A diagram of the instrumentation used in the hot-wire measurements is shown in

figure 1. The heating circuit, square-wave generator, and compensating amplifier are

units of a commercially available constant current anemometer with a frequency response

up to 500 kHz. An oscilloscope with a storage mode is used primarily for wire time-

constant measurements that are obtained by the square-wave method (ref. 13); the storage

mode greatly facilitates these measurements. The variable band-pass filters can be used

to improve signal to noise ratio, and two root-mean-square voltmeters are used which

have two selectable averaging times, 1/10 and 1/20 of a second. The panoramic wave

analyzer permits a quick look and monitoring capability which is important for detecting

electrical and strain-gage noise problems. An impedance-matching amplifier with gains

of 20 dB and 40 dB is used when tape recording of the hot-wire signals is desired; the

tape recorder has a 400 Hz to 1.5 MHz frequency response in the direct record mode and

a de to 400 kHz response in the FM record mode. The mean voltage across and the cur-

rent through the wire are recorded on a digital recording system or by oscillograph

recorders.

The power supply in the heating circuit can be resistance programed, that is, the

voltage supplied is proportional to the resistance of a resistor in the power-supply cir-

cuit. Different resistors are placed on a solenoid-operated 10-position switch; each

position connects a resistor to the voltage supply, and the preselected resistances give

different voltages to the heating circuit and, hence, different wire currents. The solenoid

which steps the switch can be manually or automatically operated. In the very short

running time of about 5 sec in the Langley Mach 20 high Reynolds number helium tunnel,
HRNHT (see ref. 14 for a description of this facility), the solenoid is operated by a

sequence programer which controls the occurrence of events in the tunnel operation.

Figure 2 shows a typical oscillograph record obtained in the HRNHT. About 1.5 sec after

start up, when steady-flow conditions are established, the sequence programer begins

stepping the resistance switch. The switch stays at each position for about 0.4 to 0.5 sec

to obtain good averaging for the root-mean-square voltmeters. (To achieve rapid

response of the wire bridge circuit at each position, some changes in the anemometer

circuitry were necessary.) At shutdown, the programing resistor is automatically
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shorted to give zero voltage from the power supply when the tunnel stagnation pressure

drops below 3 percent of the running stagnation pressure; this protects the wire from

burnout at shutdown.

PROBE FABRICATION AND CHECKOUT

The hot-wire probes consist of two steel needles (with insulating Teflon sleeves)

that were crimped into the flattened tip of a 0.32-cm-diameter piece of stainless-steel

tubing (see fig. 3). The needles are about 0.25 cm apart and protrude about 0.5 cm

beyond the flattened tube tip. For tests in helium wind tunnels, tungsten wire has been

used for the hot wires with wire diameters ranging from 2.54 to 5.08 Im. The ends of

the hot wire are first copper plated and then tinned and soft soldered to the needle sup-

ports. The length of the unplated wire can be varied in the plating process, and wires

with aspect ratios varying from about 150 to 300 have been used. Some detail of the

wire mounting can be seen in the photomicrograph in figure 3. The copper plating has

a dual purpose: first, to allow the tungsten wire to be soft soldered to the needles and,

second, to keep the smaller diameter sensing portion of the wire away from the shock

waves of the support needles. Two sets of electrical leads are attached to each needle;

one set supplies current to the hot wire, and the other set is used to measure the volt-

agP aernfq~q the wi

The wires are mounted with about a quarter circle slack to avoid strain-gage oscil-

lations (see ref. 2) believed to be caused by support-needle vibrations (the exact source

is unclear). These strain-gage oscillations are the most troublesome problem experi-

enced in probe construction, and each probe is checked before calibration to assure that

it has no strain-gage oscillations when placed in turbulent flow. For this acceptance

checking and for general calibrations, a 7.62-cm-exit-diameter conical nozzle that uses

helium as a test medium is invaluable (some detail on this nozzle will be given subse-

quently). At high stagnation pressures, the turbulence in the free stream of this nozzle

is sufficient to excite strain-gage oscillations, if they are present. Experience has

shown that if strain-gage oscillations are not observed in the small nozzle, they are not

observed in the larger test facilities. The hot wires are checked for this effect by

recording the spectrum of the hot-wire anemometer voltage from the compensating ampli-

fier with current through the wire. Examples of spectra for a wire with severe strain-

gage oscillations and for a wire that is acceptable are shown in figure 4. No visual dif-

ferences have been observed in the microscope between probes with or without-strain-gage

oscillations, and the construction of acceptable probes is a trial-and-error process.

Care must also be taken to assure that the support needles are not magnetic. The

currents induced by the wire movement in the magnetic field are easily observed as
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resonant spikes in the wire-signal spectra, with or without mean current flowing through

the wire. Probes showing this effect are degaussed.

CALIBRATIONS

In order to obtain quantitative turbulence measurements, several calibrations of

each hot wire are required. The standard calibrations for hot wires (wire temperature

versus wire resistance, and heat loss and recovery factor versus flow conditions) must

be performed along with an additional calibration for the wire heat capacity; the latter is

needed because of the short test times available in the helium test facilities. The pro-

cedures for these calibrations will now be discussed.

First, probes which display spectra free of strain-gage oscillations are subjected

for several minutes to the maximum stagnation pressure in the 7.62-cm nozzle and an

extreme heating current. This procedure is done to prestress the wire to minimize cold

resistance changes due to loading. The wires are then calibrated for electrical resis-

tance as a function of temperature in an oven that is pressurized with helium. Pressur-

ized helium is used because air will oxidize the tungsten at the highest temperatures of

the oven. The high conductivity of helium also has the beneficial effect of producing a

much more uniform temperature in the oven than would occur with air. A typical oven

calibration for a tungsten wire is shown in figure 5. Over the temperature range expe-
rienced in the helium-tunnel applications, a linear variation of resistance with temperature

is quite satisfactory for tungsten wires (less than 1 percent error), or Yref = 0 in the

equation for the wire electrical resistance (see ref. 2)

R= Rref + aref(Tw - Tref) + Yref ref(Tw - re2) (1)

After oven calibration, the wires are calibrated in the flow of the 7.62-cm nozzle

for heating rate and recovery-factor variation with flow conditions. The 7.62-cm nozzle

can be operated over a range of test conditions which overlap the free-stream conditions

of the various Langley hypersonic helium tunnels. A sketch of this nozzle, along with

the free-stream conditions (M and Ret =- pu versus stagnation pressure, where

d is 2.54 ,im) at the hot-wire calibration station, is shown in figure 6; the free-stream

conditions are given at Tt, = 305 K, a typical operating stagnation temperature which

has a slight seasonal variation.

For hypersonic flow the Nusselt number based on stagnation temperature, Nut = hd
Tr

and the recovery factor, 7 = , are independent of Mach number and depend only upon
t
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the Reynolds number based on stagnation viscosity, Ret = pud, and TwTt. The depend-

ence of Nut on Tw/Tt is linear at low overheats (i.e., Rw/Rr less than about 1.25)
so that the effect of Ret on Nut can be calibrated by observing the heating rates at

low heating currents. The nonlinear effect of Tw/Tt on Nut at high overheat is not

obtained in the calibration but, following referenc 2, is acquired as part of the data that

are obtained in actual turbulence measurement with the wire, as will be shown

subsequently.

The Nusselt number Nut is obtained by equating the ohmic heating to the heat

loss by the wire; that is,

hd _ arefRrefI 2Rw

kt Tt 1 Rw - Rr)

At low overheats and since the power Pw = I2Rw ,

Nu are fRref = Nut(Ret) (3)

For cscvcra sta Unatio pressures, or several Ret, the power to the hot wire is obtained

versus wire resistance, and a linear least-squares-error curve fit to the data is used to
find Nut. A typical power calibration is shown in figure 7 for a tungsten wire 3.55 pim
in diameter and an 1/d of about 300. The recovery factor is obtained by observing the
resistance for which Pw = 0; then using equation (1) to find Tr,

T(
77 Tt = (Ret) (4)

These calibrations (eqs. (3) and (4)) can be used to calculate the hot-wire sensitivity to
mass-flow and total-temperature fluctuations. They may also be used to make measure-
ments of the mean flow m and Tt in unknown flows; measured values of dPw/dRw
and Rr can be used in an iteration scheme to determine Ret and Tt and thence i.
In reference 12 such an iteration scheme was used in a Mach 5 free shear layer. Therein,
an attempt was made to determine the mean velocity, temperature, and pressure profiles
by combining hot-wire measured m and Tt with measured pitot pressures. In hyper-
sonic flow, this combination of measured variables is rather insensitive to Mach number
and is unsatisfactory for mean velocity, temperature, and pressure measurements (see
ref. 12 for details). Other mean-flow applications of the hot wire are discussed in the
appendix.
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Because of the short running times available in the Langley hypersonic helium

tunnels, measurements of the hot-wire time constant at each wire operating point is not

practical, and an additional calibration (beyond those used in previous lower-speed

studies) is performed. Using the standard square-wave technique for determining time

constants, the hot-wire time constant is measured at several stagnation pressures in the

7.62-cm nozzle and the theoretical expression developed by Morkovin in reference 2 is

used to predict the wire thermal heat capacity C

C arefRrefA 2(1 + 2EAW) (5)
Aw1 - 2ref(Rw - Rr)]

1 a log R
where Morkovin's overheat parameter is Aw = a log I' is the time constant, and

E is the finite circuit factor. In the calibration, ~A is measured only at the highest

current since measurements inserted into equation (5) give a constant C versus Aw
(to within ±5 percent); see table I for results from a typical wire. Of course, a constant

value for C should be obtained. At the low overheats of the calibration, Aw = R
r

and E << 1; therefore, C is given by (neglecting yref)
Rr (.dPw

C = arefRr ef jw (6)

This equation is used for the C calibration.

A summary of a typical wire calibration is shown in figure 8 which includes data
from the small nozzle and from the Langley 22-inch hypersonic helium tunnel (see ref. 15
for a description of this facility). Time-constant measurements were made only at low

stagnation pressures in the large facility. The agreement of the calibration data in the

two facilities is quite good. The cross-hatched area in the Nut calibration is a corre-
lation presented in reference 16 where corrections were applied to account for conduction
losses to the support needles. The end loss correction factor is seen to be about 2.0
(measured values of Nut divided by the value of Nut for an infinite wire) and agrees
reasonably well with the theoretical corrections published in reference 17.

The calibrated heat capacity of the wire is nearly constant, as it should be. The
average value, Cav = 0.0423 x 10-6 J/K, may be compared with a value that was computed

using the nominal wire diameter (3.81 jim) and length (1000 pma) and room-temperature

material properties. That is,

C = PwCw d2
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The computed value is C = 0.0297 x 10-6 J/K, which gives a ratio of measured C to

computed C of 1.41. About a 10-percent error (which is reasonable to expect) in both

the nominal length and diameter of the wire could account for this discrepancy. Obviously,

the cumulative effect of errors in d and 1 (especially for slack wires) are sufficient

cause to reject the use of a computed (from nominal values of d and 1) heat capacity

for time-constant determinations.

The heat-capacity calibration in figure 8 gives an indication of the accuracy to

which the time constant can be determined with the square-wave technique. Even though

the actual time constants in the nozzle calibration varied from 350 psec to 660 psec over

the Ret range, the maximum scatter in the value of the heat capacity was only ±5 per-

cent as determined in the small nozzle.

DATA REDUCTION

The nearly constant value obtained in the calibration of the wire thermal capacity

gives credence to the use of equation (5) to predict the wire time constant once the heat

capacity is known. Thus, in the helium tunnels with the short running time (about 50 sec

in the 22-inch hypersonic helium tunnel and about 5 sec in the HRNHT), the predicted

wire time constant (assuming local mean-flow conditions are known approximately) at an

intermediate heating current is set into the hot-wire comrnen.sating mnplifieTr 011 cur-

rents for a single test. The root-mean-square data from the anemometer are then cor-

rected using the formula (see ref. 18)

etrue _ _true (7)
ea Aa

where etrue is the rms voltage at the correct time constant A true and 9a is the

rms voltage measured in the test with the intermediate heating current time constant .La
set in the compensating amplifier. This leads to some signal distortion at low frequen-

cies, on the order of five times the wire roll-off frequency, provided .true/ Aa is less

than about 1.4. Typical wire roll-off frequencies range from 100 Hz to 500 Hz. Applica-

tions to date have indicated that the effect of this distortion has been negligible. Thus,

thermal inertia effects on the voltage output of the wire were accounted for by: (1) pre-

dicting the time constant from the measured heating current I, overheat parameter Aw,

and the calibrated thermal capacity C, and (2) correcting the signal according to

equation (7).

The output of the compensated hot-wire anemometer as a function of time is, from

reference 2,
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= Aet - Ae (8)

where e', Tt' , and m' are the instantaneous fluctuations in wire voltage, total temper-

ature, and mass flow, respectively, and V, Tt, and ii are the time averaged values.

The wire sensitivities are given by Morkovin in reference 2 as,

Ae = E' a log Nut Aw logog (9)
I log Re t  Twr a log Ret

and

Aet = EIK + A K - 1.647 + 0.647 a log Nut 0.647 a log (10)
a log Ret Twr a log Ret

where the high Mach number independence of Nut and 27 and the helium gas constants

Tw -Tr
have been inserted. The quantity E' is the finite circuit parameter, 7wr - Tr

wr Tr
a log R

and K= The logarithmic derivatives of Nut and -q are determined from
a log T w

a log Nut
the flow calibrations. Since a good approximation is Nut ccRetn , then - n.

a log Ret
a log 27

Likewise is nearly constant for the Ret range usually encountered. The
a log Ret

value of K is found from the temperature calibration of the wire.

As shown by Morkovin in reference 2, the overheat parameter Aw accounts for

nonlinear effects in the variation of Nut with Tw/Tt and can be found either graphically

or by curve fitting log Rw in log Iw for the currents at which the wire is operated.

S- E alogI wThe finite circuit parameter is given by E' 1 - where E = (Although
1 + 2AWe a log Rw,

the system is termed a constant current anemometer, the resistance fluctuations of the

wire add to the ballast resistance used to establish the current.)

Modal analysis of the root-mean-square mass-flow and total-temperature fluctua-
tions can be made as suggested by Kovasznay in reference 1 by observing a virtual total

total-temperature fluctuation e at several sensitivity ratios Aem/Aet (or, in
V Aet

other words, several currents). From equation (8),
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= t - 2r t RmT +r (11)

where the correlation of mass-flow and total-temperature fluctuations is given as
m'T t '

RmT -mTt' In each test, the hot wire is operated at about six values of current; this
mT

procedure yields redundant information for determining the three unknowns Tt/Tt,
i/m, and RmT from equation (11) evaluated at each sensitivity ratio (or current).

INTERPRETATION OF FLUCTUATIONS

Interpretation procedures for hot-wire turbulence data have been discussed exten-
sively in the literature (refs. 1i, 2, 4, 5, and 19); but a brief review of the procedures will
now be made in order to aid in the subsequent discussions of measurements made in the
Langley helium tunnels. Since the hot-wire voltage fluctuations are the result of two
driving forces, that is, the mass-flow and total-temperature fluctuations, the resolution
of the instantaneous signal into the separate contributions of these fluctuations is not pos-

sible. But as discussed in the preceding section, one can observe the root mean square
of the hot-wire voltage fluctuations nt v l sensitivity rat;ios and e..act .. i/.i,
Tt/Tt, and RmT from the data. Unfortunately, these variables cannot be directly inter-
preted and are not useful to the theoretician in the formulation of flow models or to the
designer for calculations dependent upon properties of the flow turbulence. The interpre-
tation of the mass-flow and total-temperature fluctuations in terms of density, pressure,
temperature, and velocity fluctuations is the desired result, but in all but a limited number
of circumstances this is not possible.

The mass-flow and total-temperature fluctuations are related to the density, temper-
ature, and velocity fluctuations as follows:

t T' u'
-t = a _ + o _ (12a)
Tt T u

and

m' = p' + I (12b)
mPu

where a = (1 +Z M 2 1 and /3= (y - 1)M2 a. Hence,
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= a2  + 2 + 2ag RuT (13a)

= + + 2 u (13b)

In \ P 5

RmT RpT + R + Rpu+ (13c)

Clearly, the density, temperature, and velocity fluctuations cannot be obtained from the
measured quantities m/fii, Tt/Tt, and RmT without some assumption or additional
information dealing with the coupling of the density, temperature, and velocity fluctuations.
In reference 20 Kovasznay has introduced the concept of fundamental mode variables for
compressible turbulent flow and defines entropy, vorticity, and sound modes ( ', ',
and ir', respectively), such that

T

u'= u + i 7 (14b)
u M

= 71' (14c)
p

It is assumed that the sound mode is a plane wave where nx is the direction cosine of
the sound wave front. In a uniform supersonic flow these three modes of disturbance can
independently exist; in shear flows a coupling of the modes will occur. Each mode alone
gives a unique hot-wire mode diagram (see ref. 19). These three mode diagrams are
given by (from eqs. (11) to (14))

Entropy

- (r + a) "
V Aet

Vorticity

e = +(p - r)7 (for p - r > 0)
V Aet

13



e (p - r)7 (for p - r < 0)
V Ae t

Sound

e 2u ~
Vet a(y- 1)(M - + r-- rV Ae t  u u

For the sound mode, i/ii is the root mean square of the mean-flow direction component
of the velocity fluctuations normal to the sound-wave front

f\2 ~2( nxn (15)
M2

Although each of these diagrams consists of straight lines, the unique features of the dia-
grams allow identification of individual modes in flows. For example, the vorticity dia-
gram initially has a negative slope (with respect to the sensitivity r) followed by a
straight-line branch with positive slope beyond r = 3, and all entropy diagrams are single

sLraight lines which pass through e = 0 at r = -a, with positive slope.
V Aet

For two co-existing modes (assuming the wave-front orientation is known in the
case of one mode being the sound mode), the measured quantities can be used to calculate
the mode variables and their correlation (for example, a, 7, and RrT) and hence the
fluctuations in flow quantities (for example, . 31 and T, and their correlations)'. When
more than two modes exist, then the resolution of the measured fluctuations into the levels
of fluctuation of the flow variables is not possible without some assumptions concerning
the coupling of modes. Laderman and Demetriades (ref. 5) have, for example, employed
the following assumptions in a hypersonic turbulent boundary layer (where all three
modes should be present): (1) the sound mode is uncorrelated with vorticity and entropy
modes (RT and Ra = 0) and (2) RUT = -1. Since the mechanics of sound propagation
and vorticity and entropy diffusion are physically different, the first assumption should be
valid in uniform flows without shear. If the turbulence is visualized as moving eddies,
then the slower moving eddies should have greater entropy, and vice versa, so that a'
and 7' will be anticorrelated. However, as Lighthill's acoustic analogy shows (see
ref. 21), the sound radiated away from a turbulent shear flow comes about because of the
turbulent fluctuations in the shear layer, and hence surely in the shear layer 7, a,
and T must have some correlation. Also Laderman and Demetriades' scheme (ref. 5)
incorporates the assumption of plane sound waves with nx = - ; within the sound pro-
ducing shear layer, this assumption of locally plane waves must be violated. Thus, this
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scheme seems to have physically doubtful applicability. It appears that, in order for the

hot wire to be truly useful in hypersonic turbulent shear flows where mixed modes are

believed to occur, an additional measurement must be made that will yield information

on a flow variable other than m' or Tt; this appears to be an impasse to extended

applications of hypersonic hot-wire anemometry. In all applications to be discussed sub-

sequently, the turbulence in the flows was judged to be predominantly caused by fluctua-

tions from one mode.

APPLICATIONS

Free-Stream Disturbance Measurements

Most of the hot-wire applications made in the Langley helium tunnels have been in

programs concerned with the effects of the facility disturbance environment on model

boundary-layer transition. The disturbance environment has been measured in two

Langley hypersonic helium tunnels (refs. 6 and 9), the 22-inch hypersonic helium tunnel

and the Mach 20 high Reynolds number helium tunnel (HRNHT); these facilities are

described in references 15 and 14, respectively. Disturbance measurements have been

made using the mode-diagram approach, and mode diagrams obtained in the free stream

of the HRNHT are shown in figure 9. The measurements were made near the tunnel

center line, since previous studies have shown uniform disturbance intensity outside the

nozzle-wall boundary layers in hypersonic tunnels. These measurements were obtained

using a tungsten wire, 4.70 x 10-4 cm in diameter, with an aspect ratio of about 200. All

the data were obtained (stepping through the voltage programer) in the last 3 sec of the

5-sec running time. Steady flow was established at the prescribed stagnation pressure

within the first 2 sec.

A number of reruns shown in figure 9 gives an indication of the repeatability that

can be obtained with a single wire. The worst deviation in the data from the mean is

less than 10 percent, and in four of the seven cases with reruns the two data sets give

nearly identical results.

Within the data scatter, all the mode diagrams are linear. As shown in reference 19

and as discussed in the section entitled "Interpretation of Fluctuations," this fact, along

with the examination of the diagram intercepts at r = 0, allows interpretation of the dis-

turbances as sound waves having a preferred orientation and radiated from a moving

source, the turbulent nozzle-wall boundary layer. From equation (11), since the mode

diagrams are linear, RmT = -1 and

e t m
=- + r 

V et Tt ii
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that is, the slopes of the mode diagrams give the root mean square of the mass-flow

fluctuations and the intercepts at r = 0 give the root mean square of the total-

temperature fluctuations. These quantities are shown in figure 10. The mass-flow fluc-

tuations are quite intense compared with those existing in lower speed tunnels, becoming

as much as about 3 percent at the lower stagnation pressures. The total-temperature

fluctuations are two orders of magnitude smaller than the mass-flow fluctuations and are

about constant over the operating pressure range.

In reference 19 Laufer shows how Ei/if and TJTt may be used to calculate the

root mean square of the pressure fluctuations and the source velocity of the radiated

pressure fields. For high Mach numbers and small total-temperature fluctuations, a

good approximation is

f= Ym (16)

and this relation has been used to insert the P/P scale shown in figure 10. The source-

velocity scale in the graph of total-temperature fluctuations shows a nearly constant

su.r.. --elocity with .,,. i value is only slightly greater than the value of
u = 0.56 found by Laufer in reference 22 at M_= 5, Trvnr a.1 sobserved a trcd. Of,
- oo

increasing source velocity with Mach number.

Source-velocity measurements from hot-wire mode diagrams in hypersonic flow

must be considered with caution in view of a considerable margin of uncertainty resulting

because of an inherent limitation of the hot wire in hypersonic flow. In hypersonic flow,

for plane sound waves Tt/Tt, ri/ii/, and us/u, are related as follows (see ref. 6):

U
t __ m

Figure 11 shows the relation between Tt, us/Uo, and fi/fi and Mo. If a mini-

mum resolvable T fTt error (which would be about 0.02 for the present tests) is

selected, the corresponding source-velocity error is quite large at small source veloc-

ities and small at large source velocities. Thus the source-velocity resolution is quite

poor except for sources moving near stream velocity. This may be explained physically

as follows. The total temperature fluctuations indicated by the hot wire in a sound dis-

turbance come about because of the velocity fluctuations present. These fluctuations are
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normal to the wave fronts, the inclination of which depends on the source velocity since

the sound radiates intensely at the relative Mach angle. The hot wire is sensitive only

to velocity fluctuations in the mean-flow direction; therefore, for slow moving sources

where the wave fronts are nearly parallel to the mean flow (in hypersonic flow), the hot

wire becomes insensitive to the velocity fluctuation and, hence, the wave-front orientation

(or source velocity) cannot be resolved. In fact, it becomes very difficult in hypersonic

flow to distinguish between disturbances that are entropy fluctuations and sound from a

slow moving source because the velocity fluctuations in the latter are the only distin-

guishing feature and the hot wire senses only a small component of the velocity fluctua-

tion because of the shallow wave fronts. For entropy disturbances, the hot-wire response

is given by (see section entitled "Interpretation of Fluctuations")

-= (r + a)&
V Ae t

where & is the root mean square of the entropy fluctuations. The entropy mode dia-

gram is therefore linear with e - 0 at r = -a. The quantity a rapidly approaches
V aet

zero as Mach number increases; hence, the mode diagrams for sound waves produced by

slow moving sources and entropy disturbances become nearly identical for hypersonic

flow.

Pressure-fluctuation levels obtained in the HRNHT and the 22-inch hypersonic

helium tunnel were calculated using equation (16) and are compared in figure 12. In ref-

erence 6 it is shown that the rapid increase in P/Pi at low stagnation pressures in the

22-inch tunnel is caused by transition of the nozzle-wall boundary layer from laminar to

turbulent flow; above Pt,1 = 3 MN/m 3 the nozzle-wall boundary layer is turbulent and

radiates sound into the free stream. In the HRNHT, turbulent boundary layers exist on

the nozzle wall over the operating pressure range. In both tunnels, with turbulent nozzle-

wall boundary layers, the root mean square of the pressure fluctuations (in percent of

free-stream static pressure) decreases with increasing stagnation pressure (or unit

Reynolds number); this trend is consistent with the results obtained by Laufer in refer-

ence 19. The levels of the root mean square of the pressure fluctuations are quite high,

up to 6 percent which is as much as 3 times higher than those measured by Laufer at

Moo = 5.

The source-velocity measurements in the 22-inch tunnel indicate the variation of

us/uo, going from 0 to near 1 over the operating pressure range, but the previously dis-

cussed uncertainty (see fig. 12) is very large except at the highest stagnation pressure.

It is not understood why the source-velocity values at the high pressures do not agree
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with those values measured in the HRNHT since the sidewall boundary layers are both

turbulent at these pressures and the free-stream Mach numbers are nearly equal.

The relative magnitudes of mi/ffi and Tt Tt obtained in these unheated helium

tunnels (ii/ifi at least two orders of magnitude larger than T/Tt) leads to another

problem with the hot wire in these hypersonic flows, namely, poor resolution of RmT'

For ->> and at high overheat (large r), where the signal-to-noise ratio is best,
m Tt

e m

V Aet m

or, all mode diagrams have this asymptote, regardless of the disturbance nature. The

minimum value of e can be found from equation (11) to be at
V Aet

r = \

mT

Since IRmTI 1, then

Ir min =

or if TtTt << iii/m, then r (and hence the overheat) is nearly zero where the minimum

occurs and, thus, the signal-to-noise ratio is poor. It is near this minimum that the mode-

diagram features, which yield information on RmT (or the disturbance nature), are

found. Because of the poor signal-to-noise ratio for small sensitivity ratio, resolution

of these features is very difficult. This result also illustrates a basic limitation of the

constant-temperature anemometer for hypersonic flows in which the total-temperature

fluctuations are small compared with the mass-flow fluctuations. At the low overheats

needed to resolve RmT the constant-temperature anemometer may have inadequate

frequency response. The upper frequency-response limit of the constant-temperature

anemometer varies with the wire overheat; this limit varies from the wire roll-off fre-

quency at low overheats to the maximum attainable by the feedback network at high over-

heats when sufficient power is delivered to the wire (see ref. 23).
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On the other hand, however, the small total-temperature fluctuations present can

lead to some useful approximations. In this case, if a log q = 0, which is a good
a log Re t

a log Nu tapproximation for Re t > 1, and if = n which is also a good approximation
a log Ret

over a wide Ret range, then (assuming e = 0 and E' = 1)

Ae m = nAw

or

( (= )nA,

Since the amplifier output ea is measured and since = Ea(/ta) where

C Aw
' arRr t-; , then it is easily shown that

aYrRr 12

ea C 1

m V aarRr nl 2

If relative intensity measurements are desired, then for a given wire

(m/)2 a/V) 2 a,1

or if the amplifier time constant and current are held fixed, then

(fi ) 2  (aN/V)2

This is a quite useful relation, since it shows that for relative measurements, a calibra-

tion of the hot wire is not necessary, even for Rw = Rw(Tw). If the mean flow is

uniform

m ea,

2 a,2
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Hypersonic Wake Flow

Some measurements obtained in the wake produced by a 150 half-angle wedge in a

helium tunnel at Mc = 15.5 are shown in figure 13. (This tunnel has a contoured nozzle

which expands into a constant-diameter test section, 0.61 m in diameter.) The wedge was

1.905 cm thick at the base and spanned a section of the nozzle 35.6 cm in diameter. The

potential core of the nozzle is about 25.4 cm at this section. The wedge was cooled to

near the wedge adiabatic wall temperature before the tests so as to have near adiabatic

flow.

The results obtained from a survey through the turbulent wake at 68.3 wedge thick-

nesses downstream of the wedge base is shown in figure 13. Shown are pitot pressure,

total temperature (obtained with a shielded iron-constantan thermocouple probe), and hot-

wire data profiles. The hot-wire data profiles were taken with a tungsten wire at a fixed

current; the mean wire voltage and the root mean square of the compensated wire-voltage

fluctuations are shown. The root-mean-square voltage profile displays two regions of

intense disturbances to either side of the wake center line and virtually no signal above

the instrument noise outside of the turbulent wake.

The wake is judged to be turbulent for two reasons. First, a considerable disturb-

ance level exists on the center line muciih above the instrument ncisc lvel; this is iUdica-

tive that transition has occurred far upstream in the wake (see ref. 24). Secondly, mode

diagraiis (which will be discussed subsequentiy) of the signals at the wake center line

and at the peak root-mean-square point indicate that the root mean square of the mass-

flow fluctuations are 6.2 and 10.9 percent of the mean mass flow, respectively; surely

disturbances this intense cannot be consistent with laminar flow.

At the edge of the turbulent wake the pitot pressure is very near the pitot pressure,

Pt,2(o), which would be observed for expansion of the wedge flow back to stream static

pressure in the far wake (assuming that the entropy change is small across the wake

recompression shock as it should be). The turbulent-wake edge Mach number should then

be about 9.6. Through the hypersonic approximation for the Rayleigh pitot formula,

assuming constant static pressure through the turbulent wake (see ref. 25), an approxi-

mate Mach number variation through the wake can be determined from the data by

Pt2 = M12

Pt,2,e Me 2

The center-line Mach number is about 7. Since the total temperature is nearly constant,

dropping only 5 K from wake edge to wake center, the velocity defect in the wake must be

nearly "washed" out at this station and the velocity defect can be estimated from the

energy equation to be
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Ue -uo z 0.015
Ue

therefore, the turbulent wake shows primarily a density defect of

Pe -o 0.45
Pe

One might then expect that the wake turbulence is predominantly due to density fluctua-
tions. This premise can be examined using the mode-diagram approach.

Two mode diagrams were taken: one at the wake center line, y = 0, and one at a

position of peak root-mean-square voltage fluctuation, y = 1.68 cm, in figure 13. These
mode diagrams are shown in figure 14. Both mode diagrams are linear within the accu-
racy of the measurements; hence, RmT is -1 and the computed ii/m and T;tTt are
indicated in figure 14. This value of RmT is consistent with the disturbances being

either sound or entropy fluctuations (see ref. 2). Sound can be eliminated since no signal
above the instrument noise is observed at the wake edge; if sound were present, radiation
into the flow about the wake would be expected. For entropy fluctuations, the mode dia-
grams are given by (see section entitled "Interpretation of Fluctuations")

e (r+a)e
V Aet P

which (as previously noted), in addition to implying a linear mode diagram, dictates that
at r = -a,

e -0
V Aet

From Mach number estimates based on pitot-pressure ratios, the local values of a
were computed and are shown in figure 14. Each mode diagram passes through e - 0

V Aet
near the corresponding computed value of a. It can then be concluded that the disturb-
ances belong to the entropy-mode type. As Morkovin points out in reference 2, the
entropy mode must consist of a moving frozen pattern of entropy, density, and tempera-
ture variation preset by the conditions upstream where mixing has occurred.

Another interesting observation is that, as previously noted, no signal above the
instrument noise is observed outside of the turbulent wake. Since the wake turbulence
should be convected with near local velocity and the velocity defect is very small, eddy
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Mach wave radiation of sound from the turbulence will not occur. But still some signal

in the flow external to the wake might be expected; the sound radiated from the turbulent

nozzle-wall boundary layers should radiate through the free stream and penetrate the

inviscid wake. Apparently, this penetration does not occur. This radiation is possibly

reflected by the inviscid wake because of the high local static temperatures and, hence,

higher local sonic velocities. (For Me = 9.6, the ratio of the local static temperature to

the free-stream static temperature would be 2.4.)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Hot-wire anemometry techniques have been successfully applied to make turbulence

measurements in hypersonic helium flows. Although the hot-wire technique has some

basic limitations in helium flows with small total-temperature fluctuations, much infor-

mation can be obtained. The helium tunnel offers a unique facility wherein hypersonic

turbulence can be studied without the hot-wire fabrication problems encountered in appli-

cations in the high temperature, hypersonic-air wind tunnels.

Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Hampton. Va.. January 28; 1974.
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APPENDIX

DEVELOPMENTS IN EQUIPMENT AND PROBES FOR MEAN-FLOW

AND FLUCTUATING-FLOW MEASUREMENTS WITH A HOT WIRE

By Leonard M. Weinstein and John R. Nayadley, Sr.

Langley Research Center

Mean-flow measurements using a hot-wire anemometer have been made in model
and tunnel wall boundary layers in the Langley hypersonic helium tunnels (refs. 7 and 26).
These measurements impose stringent requirements on instrumentation due to the large
gradients through the thin boundary layers (approximately 1 cm for ref. 26) and short run
time (approximately 3 sec). For example, the density changed by a factor of 100 through
the Me = 20 boundary layers (ref. 7). Since the number of runs possible in a day was
small (say, four per day in the HRNHT), complete boundary-layer surveys had to be made
in one or two runs to keep test time reasonable. In reference 26, two runs were made at
each boundary-layer station to obtain mean data. In one the wire was hot, and for the
other the wire was used as a resistance thermometer. These allowed determination
of m and Tt as was indicated in the body of this paper. Since the heated wire had to
be at a reasonably constant temperature through the survey, a constant-temperature
anemometer was used to heat the probe. The modifications that were made to a conven-
tional hot-wire apparatus to meet these requirements of short-run times and steep spatial
gradients are given in the following section.

Additions to Hot-Wire Instrumentation System

For those studies where even the slight change of stagnation conditions from run to
run is unacceptable, or if the available test time is short, a method was developed to
obtain both heated and unheated mean wire data profiles in a single run. A sketch of the
instrumentation is shown in figure 15(a). As the probe traversed, a two-position switch
alternates between constant-temperature and resistance-thermometer modes of operation.
The switching unit consists of a solid-state bistable multivibrator which operates a mini-
ature, fast acting relay. It is triggered by the master synchronous clock signal. The
wire is typically switched 10 times per sec, and the data are encoded by an analog to
digital converter (A/D converter) with a 9 ms average time. The digital data are recorded
on a digital tape recorder. Alternate data points are faired to give two profiles in the
single run, and values from the fairings at a given height are used to obtain m and Tt.

There are some studies where the fluctuating data at one overheat, as well as mean
data, are desired in a survey. For these cases the constant-temperature anemometer
does not have adequate frequency response. In addition, when the hot wire is used to
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APPENDIX - Continued

examine fluctuating quantities in unknown flows, it may be difficult to correctly estimate

the power needed to obtain a given overheat. For these reasons, the instrumentation

shown in figure 15(b) was developed. The constant-current anemometer power supply

is resistance programed by a photoconductor which is included in the closed-loop elec-

tronic servosystem. Changes in hot-wire resistance controls the power-supply output

to maintain a constant-temperature condition. As the frequency response of the control

system is limited to about 10 Hz, the system responds only to changes in the mean flow;

thus a preselected temperature is automatically maintained through a survey.

The wire current and voltage are measured, as well as the fluctuating output, and

the fluctuation level is adjusted for incorrect time-constant effects by equation (7). The

time-constant set is that which compensates the output to 500 kHz, and generally the sig-

nal is undistorted to below 1 kHz. This bandwidth is adequate for most studies of the

helium tunnels.

The temperature-controlled constant-current anemometer can also be used for

mean-flow measurements instead of the constant temperature one and thus the observer

can use a single system for a wide variety of tests.

'V_ r.u IV A± V I

Although the conventional hot wire can be used to obtain the local total tempratire,

the procedure is difficult and requires an iteration of results from several data points.

In reference 26, the procedure was simplified somewhat by using only two data points and

fairing a straight line between the two, but an iteration procedure was still required. For

the cases where only Tt is neede and -here probe size is not so critical, the simple

shielded thermocouple probe is often used. There are cases where the wire response

and error due to end losses of thermocouple probes limit data accuracy. To overcome

this limit, the shielded fine-wire probe of reference 27 was developed. This probe is

faster responding and more accurate than shielded thermocouple probes. The end-loss

correction still requires an approximate Reynolds number, and the probe is still limited

in accuracy for uncorrected use. By using a coil-wire sensing element with a very high

ratio of l/d, losses in this probe are minimized and good accuracy with no correction

is possible. The coil-wire probe described in reference 28 (both unshielded and shielded)

was developed to overcome several limitations of a conventional wire. A small coil of

tungsten wire (from a light bulb) was copper plated at the ends, stretched across notched

needles, and soft soldered to the needle tips. The needles were held in a Teflon insulator

within a small steel tube. A sketch of a typical probe is shown in figure 16(a) and a

photomicrograph of one of the coil probes is shown in figure 16(b). The probe shown had

a wire diameter of 0.0025 cm, and a coil diameter of 0.013 cm, and a true-wire ratio

( 1/d) of 400. The spring-like properties of the coil allow a higher length-to-diameter
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APPENDIX - Concluded

ratio wire for a given flow. In addition, the coil is more rugged for sudden flow changes.

The coil wire seems to be free of strain-gage effects for moderately large ratios l/d,

and hence the coil can be mounted straight across the support tips, and thus the support

interference is minimized. The coil-wire probe can be used like a conventional wire,

and a dual swept-coil probe can be used to measure flow angle. The coil diameter is

large compared with a conventional wire, but still smaller than any shrouded probe. The

intermediate size results in probe Knudsen numbers more nearly continuum than for a

straight wire, and thus lower corrections are necessary than for conventional unshielded

wires.
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TABLE I.- HEAT-CAPACITY MEASUREMENTS

AT DIFFERENT OVERHEATS

A C/Cav

0.052 0.957

.096 1.005

.153 1.042

.245 1.035

.312 1.021
AA

.465 .983
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Figure 1.- Instrumentation diagram.
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Figure 2.- Oscillograph record of hot-wire signals.



.13 cm Long sensitive wire
.12 cm (.00047 cm diam.)

Teflon holders .32 cm O.D.tube

5 cm .2 5cm

.061cm Needles Teflon
insulated

.002 cm diam. copper plated wire
tinned and soft

soldered

(a) Sketch of hot-wire probe.

L-74-1072
(b) Photomicrograph of mounted wire.

Figure 3.- Hot-wire probe construction.
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Figure 6.- The 7.62-cm nozzle calibration. Tt, = 305 K.

(Note: Maximum center-line Mach number gradient

about 0.26 per cm.)
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Figure 7.- Typical calibration data.
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Figure 8.- Typical hot-wire calibration.
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Figure 9.- Mode diagrams in the HRNHT.
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fluctuations in the HRNHT.
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Figure 12.- Pressure-fluctuation levels and relative source velocities in the

22-inch hypersonic helium tunnel and the HRNHT.
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Figure 13.- Hot-wire, pitot tube, and total temperature probe survey of the wake of 150 half-angle wedge.

M = 15.5; x/t = 68.3; Iw = 43 mA; nd R - z~ 0.35.
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Figure 14.- Mode diagrams in wake of 150 half-angle wedge.
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ANEMOMETER HEATING SOURCE

(a) Diagram of dual overheat instrumentation.
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(b) Diagram of temperature controlled constant-current anemometer instrumentation.

Figure 15.- Diagrams of modified hot-wire instrumentation.
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(a) Probe geometry.
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(b) Photomicrograph of wire mounting.

Figure 16.- Hot-wire coil-probe construction.
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A motion-picture film supplement L-1152 is available on loan. Requests will be
filled in the order received. You will be notified of the approximate date scheduled.

The film (16 mm, 5 min, color, silent) shows steady level flight, progression of
wing stall and directional divergence for the basic configuration, and directional diver-
gence for the swept- and delta-wing configurations and the high basic and high delta
configurations.

Requests for the film should be addressed to:

NASA Langley Research Center

Att: Photographic Branch, Mail Stop 171

Hampton, Va. 23665

CUT

Date

Please send, on loan, copy of film supplement L-1152 to

TN D-7716.

Name of organization

Street number

City and State Zip code

Attention: Mr.

Title




